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President Jin, Party Secretary Fei, Vice President Yang, distinguished faculty and staff,
proud parents, and especially the graduates of the University of Indianapolis (UIndy)-
Ningbo Institute of Technology (NIT) Joint Program Cohort 8, Class of 2012,

I

am deeply honored to deliver this commencement address on behalf of President Beverley Pitts and the university’s faculty. President Pitts, who will retire at the end of June, offers her best wishes
for a wonderful commencement ceremony and acknowledges her
and Vice President Mary Moore’s pleasant visit to NIT last September, when you celebrated your 10th anniversary. We are so honored to be part of NIT’s
glorious history, and we cherish our partnership.
We have worked together to overcome many challenges in the past few years, and we
have pledged to work even closer in the years to come to continue to make our joint program one of the best in China and the US. We are very proud of the success of our joint
program. We have to attribute this success to everyone, including the staff and professional staff, the faculty, the administrative leaders who have been working together both
as a team and as a big family, and especially the graduates—you have brought both NIT
and UIndy recognition at the provincial, national, and international levels. We salute your
graduation today: you are champions.
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We have a moral commitment to you. We must provide for you not just a good education but the best education any joint program can deliver. Your academic performance and
positive life attitudes have assured us that our program goals and our guidance are on the
right course. Your courage and hard work have placed our joint program on the map in
China and in the US.
To assess student learning outcomes, I have distributed survey questionnaires to NIT
students since 2010. We are so pleased to learn that over 90 percent of you expressed in
the 2012 NIT Students American Experience Survey that you “have a sense of pride in the
Joint Program.” In addition, about the same percentage of students who participated in
this biennial survey said that UIndy has provided them with a good education. I also asked
you in the survey to list a few general achievements that you have had since you came to
America. The most often-mentioned achievements include speaking much better English,
learning to be independent, gaining a better understanding of America, and improving
your driving skills.
Furthermore, I must share with your parents the following findings: when I asked you
“Has the relationship between you and your family changed since you came to America?”
you answered that it has, with “getting closer with each other,” “more appreciation for my
parents,” “more communication with family members,” “fewer complaints to parents,” and
“learn how to manage money.” What a wonderful byproduct from spending two years in
America!
You have grown. We want to congratulate you on your maturity as well. I hope you
are as proud of yourselves as your parents are of you. You have worked long and hard to
arrive at this point—academic accomplishments and mental maturity. You are the champions. But remember, in any accomplishment in life, there are many hidden heroes, so my
congratulations also go to all your parents, grandparents, and extended family members
for their continuous support in the past four years. I often said that your hidden heroes
deserve half of your diplomas!
As college graduates, you are about to enter the most challenging and paradoxical era
in world history. With all the technological advancements, civil wars in certain parts of the
world, the global economic recession, the progress in democratization in many countries,
the construction of speed trains, the high unemployment rates, and so on, the world economy seems to be growing and declining at the same time, and the world political system
seems to be becoming more democratic in certain countries even as other countries have
less freedom. You are about to enter a world that Charles Dickens described in his book
A Tale of Two Cities, written in 18th-century England; he said, “It was the best of times, it
was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the
season of light, it was the season of darkness.”
Challenges lie ahead of you. Today, you are champions because you have achieved a
difficult goal and are proud of that achievement, but today is just the beginning of an end.
You have accomplished your first dream—to get a college degree—but you have many more
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dreams you want to accomplish. How do you sustain your championship performance? How
do you prepare for and achieve the new set of goals in life, graduate school, or the work
ahead of you? As you are ready to launch into a new journey and become lifetime champions, I hope I will be able to share some thoughts and shed some light on these questions.
First of all, what is a champion? A champion is someone who can take charge in life
(including of one’s beliefs, feelings, and actions) and who has made the commitment to do
something with passion, to do one’s best, and to be proud of what has been accomplished.
A champion is someone who competes with himself or herself more than with others. You
don’t have to be number one to become a champion, but you have to be the best, according
to your own standards and expectations, to become a champion. The measurement for the
“best” is not set by a referee or a committee but by you. Only you know what is your best,
and only if you trust and believe in yourself will you be able to reach your best.
No one is born a champion. A champion is made and thrives even in adversity in the
form of situations, physical conditions, mental states, unexpected problems, shortages of
resources, and so on. Strength and character are built after one overcomes such adversities. Often, a champion has to learn the hard way, so you must have the determination to
achieve an outcome that you desire and that will bring you personal pride. A champion
has high self-esteem but does not have a large ego. A champion continues to cultivate inner strength. A champion must have not only physical fitness but also mental fitness, as
both physical and mental fitness will bring strength. Marathon runners will never reach
the finish line unless they have both physical and mental fitness. They know their limits
but are not defeated by their limits. They have the courage to thrive beyond those limits,
often breaking their own records.
Champions will accept the praise given by other people, but champions are not blinded
by praise; nor do they become too content to make improvements. Champions cherish
praise, awards, or rewards for their current accomplishments, but they will use these incentives as new benchmarks from which to do something even better. Many of you have
received recommendation letters from your professors while you were applying for graduate schools or jobs. Champions humbly accept recognition from others—especially from
those who write recommendation letters! You should not be shy in reading these nice letters about you. You should ask yourself, “Am I really that good? Have I really fulfilled my
potential?” These letters about you will lead you to the next higher level of performance.
You must continue to thrive, strive, and excel.
Becoming a champion is becoming a peak performer. You must develop a sense of mission that will prompt your passion and commitment. Know what you want, and go for it.
Do what you enjoy and enjoy what you do. Don’t be afraid of losing or of winning; instead,
be afraid of not putting forth your best effort. People can encourage and support you, but
the person who will reach that finish line is you. A champion has to make calculated risks.
Merely taking a risk may be ill-advised, but when you take a calculated risk, you will have
control of the situation. You are in the driver’s seat.
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It will take a lot of energy and commitment to excel, to become champions. You may
have to make sacrifices at times. You will meet demands from all directions. You need to
learn how to manage your time and set priorities. Time management is part of stress management. A higher level of time management skill is not just managing how to get things
done in the time everyone has available—24 hours a day—but also being able to have fun
while working hard. A champion knows how to take time out and relax a little bit. Don’t
feel guilty for taking a break. Taking a break is not withdrawing or retreating. Use your
relaxation time wisely and see it as a chance to recharge your energy and reflect on your
thoughts. I love watching movies. Regardless of how busy I am, I always manage to watch
one or two movies each month. I especially like Chinese classic historical miniseries (中国
历史古装连续剧). But I don’t have the time to watch them all, so I watch a few chapters in
the beginning, a few in the middle, and a few at the end. If I can’t connect the entire story,
I ask my husband. He is retired and has time to watch the DVD from the beginning to the
end. Winston Churchill took catnaps daily, and he painted as his hobby. He had good ways
to revitalize himself. Champions have lives with abalance between work and family and
between work and leisure.
Sometimes a champion must be willing to fail. Those who never fail are those who
never attempt anything. To reach peak performance, you must be willing to accept the
risks, the pressures, and, above all, the possibility that you may be defeated. Champions
are willing to do continuous learning and to find ways to improve themselves, to learn
from their own performance records, and to learn from others. Champions may choose to
receive additional training, read books, or ask their mentors to provide them advice. Many
coaches will ask their players to study the opposing team, inside out and outside in, before
and after a game. Learning gives us new insights and clues into reasons why the other team
could do a better job than our team. Champions are the best learners. Champions learn not
only the skills but also rules, attitudes, ethical teachings, and responsibilities. Champions
are humble persons because they are willing to learn from other champions and also to
be influenced by role models or mentors. There are many real champions in the world.
Some inspiring examples are Abraham Lincoln; Helen Keller; Mahatma Gandhi; Martin
Luther King Jr.; Albert Einstein; Margret Thatcher; Sun Yet-sen; Jack Ma; the most recent
champion in basketball, Lin Shuhao (“Linsanity”); and many others whose lives are full of
championship stories.
Build your support system. In China, we use the term “assisted by precious persons”
(贵人相助) to describe one of the most important factors for success. Without these supporters, we could accomplish little. I have been very fortunate to have many of these precious persons surrounding me. I would never claim to have accomplished anything without
thanking these “angels” first. Champions are good observers and listeners. The champion
is like a “360-degree leader” in a company who is willing to take advice and feedback from
all directions. There are many success stories in this world. Pick a few of these successful
persons’ biographies—learn about their success philosophies. In daily encounters, cham4

pions value differences of opinions and lifestyles. When they notice the differences that
others uphold, they will pause a minute and seek alternatives. Champions are firm with
their principles but flexible enough to consider alternatives.
Our life goal is to accept challenges and to search for excellence. Champions set high
standards for themselves. They seek methods of self-development. The word “impossible”
is not in their dictionary. Champions set clear goals for themselves. They have dreams
that they are determined to reach. They set the best strategies for getting the job done.
They focus on what they are trying to do. Learn to ignore what you can’t control, and learn
to control what you can. The internationally renowned public speaker Anthony Robbins
once said, “The amazing fact is that most events in your own life are within your control.”
The well-known Chinese ancient military strategist Suntze said, “Know yourself and your
opponent well; you will always win.” (知己知彼，百战百胜) Be honest with yourself, set
realistic goals, and work with the best team, and then you are one step closer to the realization of your dreams.
Nothing comes easily. You must try to persevere in all difficulties and challenges. You
must never give up. Becoming a champion is like climbing to the top of the Alps; there
are hurdles and dangers you must encounter along the way. The Chinese phrase “the carp
jumps over the dragon gate” (鲤鱼跳龙门) describes how the carp swims against the current and jumps over the dragon gate to reach to the origin of the Yellow River. It implies
that you have overcome all obstacles (against all the odds) to reach the destination or the
highest point. A champion never quits. When you believe in yourself and your ability, you
will be well prepared and you will achieve your destiny.
Try to be a good and service-oriented person. You will encounter rapid social change,
especially the process of globalization and the surge in information technology. Try to
make a difference in business, in education, in politics, and in enhancing the quality of life
not just for you but also for others. There is an ancient Chinese saying: “When you win,
show no arrogance; when you lose, show no discouragement.” (位尊而不骄傲；逆境而而不
气馁) Your inner strength and self-cultivation shall make you a true champion.
I hope my message will inspire and encourage you to beat all odds, to fulfill your potential, and to have a new life perspective. I salute you again, for you’re not only the champions of today but also the champions of tomorrow. Thank you for listening, and best wishes
for you all.

R
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ӵເܺल
ᄤᆋࢅս࿗୨Ѷয়܄࿗ᄄࣄᇖૌލቛϲп၃ৣഏ֬ࢊߌ

ׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗ލࡄݚቛཱུڳڳӐ

R
ቔ࣪֬ࣈᄄӐçٵඇࡁçသڳᄄӐç۹໑ুൄçࡌӐၢׂႍࠪτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗ᆋࢅս࿗୨Ѷ
য়܄࿗ᄄᇖૌ৺ލநဨϲࣄ֬п၃ഺƥ

ս

ࡌށƌྤޚքѝׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗ཱུӐиڧ৭ḨмՒѷ൝ދ฿ࢤ
ൄᄤп၃ৣഏᇈՑèᄤಇ!ᄌয়܄࿗ᄄൌᇢཱུᆴࡄƗмՒཱུӐთઘ
২ḨଔཱུڳفӐ၉٫ӏაঀ׀٧ਛཱུݓèோՎཱུӐࢃࣉᄌֿྈರ
ཱུӐ၉ᆶƗᇚྖሇᄂ֬п၃ৣಃ֫ჼનӵ܆èܛဋࡵᆪয়܄࿗ᄄ৬ൕഏ֬ࣉ
ๆƗമྤےè٫ӏᆌ༛ཱུ࡞֬ލቛܸ༩è
ᄤݝಇ࠲ৡƗට١࣡ӻލቛƗ႒ؚᇴ๎ئᅥèᅡຳ໊দƗߕࢃࡍ۾૨ލቛƗ
৶ᆡൗ֬ލቛརӵເᇖދݚૌݚቒӵ֬܆རᆴ၉èເލቛར֬ӵ֥ے܆
ϓè֬ӵ܆႒܆݉ۅට١਼֤ࢤދᆶ჻ܒ֬܄୴৶Ɨսࡌःཥսࡌ֬၉ځሷƗ
৶ލቛƗԐنٺဟؙ࣡റè֬ӵ܆႒ۅาѠ݉܆п၃ഺƥᆥ୍Ɨເᆋࢅս࿗୨
Ѷয়܄࿗ᄄދׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗ւদਛി࠰ç࠰ݚവᇇ൞ࢿٚຽ֬ಱढ़èࣉๆƗས
୍ᇈ࣪ƥ୍ቒႱྵ֬Ʀ୍ܺलè
Ӽਛ֪֨ഏ֬ၳ༇èшເ୍܉Ⴑᇐ֬ࢤჩƗލ܉ቛར֬܉ቒ
ࢤ֬ށჩሮჾè୍֬࿗༤ӵࠢ֬ࠥ࠙ދಭഺฆ؎ൗಙྗƗརಙ৲֬њۺދე
࿗ഺ֬ᆾ֤ᆥಙ֬è୍֬Ⴎఞދڀൗ֬རᄤᇖދݚૌݚເಭᆰè
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ເਛГᆪ֬ࢤ࿗չ֥ხњƗሸၢদƗોསয়܄࿗ᄄᇖૌϲ࿗ഺن٩ן
ҷणè٫ӏۡྜྷ׀ਛࢺ֥Ɨ! ࣄ֬ئᇖૌϲ࿗ഺõؚҜთᇖૌϲߏႼ၉ᇜሸݾ
ےöèౖؾƗࢫൺןҷ֬࿗ഺᇖႼ! ֬ئ࿗ഺಱເׂႍτଳѶ৭ඵս࿗ເ܉ਛށ
֬ࢤჩèᄤןҷणᇖƗߕ౯୍ᄤቝ֬ࣄ࿗ഺਠԢ୍֥ૌݚၢޱᄤମཻ١Ⴜቒ
ս࣐֬ҋƗఊᇖ֥ቒ֬ئႎმ८მ࣐ҋޚսƗ࿗߽ਛ؆৲ഺࠊƗࡍമਛؚૌ֬ݚਛࢺƗ
ाӡ࠶ඓႼۡƗְְè
ᄤՕƗшთ୍֬ࡌӐٺཡणןҷ֬༶ࢹݛƥ֥֙õ՝୍দ֥ૌ୍ޱݚთࡌಭ
ܸ֬༩Ⴜєߋö൏Ɨ୍֬ߴպƥõлՕ࡞खঢ়ࣔ۾ਛöƗõࠞےࡍ۾֬ںଢöƗõ
࿗߽ਛয়Ҕöְèᆊᄤૌݚ࿗ୄԩਛ࿗၃ഏ࣐֬ҋᆴບƗᆊཻᆎቒ֬ށõڳӈ
öਛƌ
ሇ୍ޖӐսӵಭƗቃསӵඊè༗ຳƗःཥ୍֬ںଢເ୍ϓ၉ဩƗ୍႒ۅ
ເሸ࠴֥ےϓè୍၉ѹƗᇛቃ֥ਛᆊ၉ҋ ḩ ࿗ႼӵƗྖয়၀ಷ౻ӵඊè୍
ቒႱྵ֬Ʀ୍ܺलè
֓Ɨ౯ࡁህƗᄤ୍ӵ֨֬܆ഏƗߕႼ྿ئଇႎྭèເՕƗးསᄤቝ୍֬֬ࡌ
ӵ჻ѝ൜ᇚྖ֬ሇޖƗᄤԩਛ࿗၃ݝಇවৡ၉ࡂັ׀ᆭԂ୍èးᆰ֨Ɨ୍ࠍ֫
֬࿗໑Ⴜ၉Ͻ୍ഭޱᆊཻଇႎྭ֬܆িè
୍ࢃቛເս࿗п၃ഺҋ್Ԑન๎ᅥދસ֬آ৬ൕขè֙ࣉग़࠶نᅡƗୄᅥߕ
ᄤႼ֬ྡྷ࣐ࡌݚƗࣣ࠽Ӷཊඡ౻Ɨᇠࡌݚئ࣐૽ᇽߋ࣐ӸƗۡࠌӡᆥᄤࡍঀࢀ
നƗ၃उۡ҉༶Ɨְְèᄤᆊဩ֬Уࣦ༶Ɨ൞ࢿࣣ࠽൏ӶཊᅀӐთඡ֬౻Ɨ၉ཻ
ࡌݚᆦᇔ฿ᇌ۾౻૽ᇽƗߕႼ၉ཻࡌݚಶಝಓيሸႵè୍ࢃ್ֺ࣐۾ඵཱིනûටӳࡁü
ඔ֬൞ࢿèᆊဩ྆֨Ɨõᆊቒ֬ށ൏քƗᆊቒߑ֬൏քƗᆊᇍ߷֬൏քƗᆊ
Պ֬൏քƦᆊ݂ଃ֬࠸ࢲƗᆊޘχ֬࠸ࢲèö
๎ᅥःᄤ୍ఴèࣉๆƗ୍ၟࣣӵເܺलƗႀເ୍ཊਛࡢ֬њƗ႒ۅၢՕ
ؾϓè֓Ɨࣉๆᇁࢹඖ֬ा൚è୍ၟࣣཊਛಭഺׂ֬၉۸ཟ ḩ ଭ֥ਛս࿗࿗
໑èಝؾƗߕႼئޚཟְև୍ಇཊè୍ތғГԂܺल֬መฆƪތሠШѰཊ
ಭഺ֬၉༩ਠњ ḩ ࡆ࿊܅؇ကࣵഺߕഏ܄ቛۜ໑ƪᄤ୍ࢃा൚ྔ֬ੱӸçࡆ
࿊ܺलᆴੱ൏Ɨ༗ຳܛთ୍ٺཡ֬၉ཻමॐƗເ୍ߴպᆊཻւদ၉ཻచ൜è
 ൵༼Ɨીဩ֬ಭܺलƪܺलܛᅮ६ሸ࠴֬ಭഺƓЎচሸ࠴֬ྗçے౭თྡྷ
ƔƗࣗሸ࠴֬નߏࠞ౭ಇቚൠƗѰເሸ࠴ಃ֫֬ӵ֥ࠢےሸݾèܺल֬ئ۾൏ްთ
ሸ࠴ࣰᆡƗ҉ؾთಭࣰᆡèးӵເܺलƗ໊ш၉းׂ֙၉ଇƗ֓၉းφᅽሸ࠴֬њ
ሠދఀຳƗӵເቒ֬ށèõቒ֬ށöᆊ၉ޠਏԋ؎҉Ⴕґࠎ჻߽ന֬ƗؾႵ୍ሸ
࠴ന֬èᇁႼ୍ቒ౩Ԫሸ࠴֬ႱᄤƗᇁႼྗರሸ࠴ƗғԐ୍֬߯نٺႱè
 ેႼಭഺদः֙ܺलèܺलޱๆᄶः֬ƗവᇇᄤࣩᇖຟృӵӐƗᆊཻࣩЎ
চഭ฿çྖয়çنçሮჾؒಓְèᄤᅥൂᆊཻࣩᆴޱƗಭ֬ྦ۳ދ৶ਏय
֥֫ਛഽèܺलӏӏྺးڸԢࡢྒྷދքࡕғࠍ֫ƗႀՕƗ୍ш༶बྖƗᆡಃչ֥ཟ
း֬ࢹݛƗᆊ୍߽ۺւদሸےݾèܺलकႼޚృ֬ሸቔྖƗ֓҉߽ີሸቔսèܺल҉ؕநဨ
7

ୄᄤ֬࣡റ৶ਏƗ҉࣎ྺးࡹ֬ഭ฿Ɨྺ۾းࡹ֬ྖᇍèછটළᄕ჻း൏ࡠШ
֬ށ฿৶ྖދᇍƗғத֥ᇛèਛࢺሸ࠴֬ऌདྷƗ֓҉ເᆴདྷèႼႮఞӘᄇ
ऌདྷƗռ௬ሸ࠴֬ࡇ੪è
ܺल߽ࢫൺѠಭ֬ᄨဟƗ֓Ɨ҉߽ЫᄨဟоƗ၀҉߽ႀᄨဟؾᅜᅜሸ༦Ɨ҉౷ഏ
࣐èܺलᆌ༛ಭؚఊఴӵࠢۺე֬ᄨဟçࢉ৪ࠎߴИƗ߽֓ϣᆊཻቛເ৶Ɨቛ
ເྔࠕሠƗၢѓࣉ׀ށ۾ޱቚൠè୍ᇖႼئޚಭເപ౯ကࣵഺ࿗༤ࠎ܄ቛؾଭ֥ਛࢤ൸֬
ࡰྗèܺलᇁయРࢫ׀ൺѠಭۺე֬ಱढ़ ḩ าѠদሸ྆ࡰྗ֬ಭèᄤᄎ؇Ⴜ୍ܸ
֬ࡰྗ൏Ɨ҉шྱ֥ےƗ୍႒ۅ୍ሸ࠴ƗõᆎႼྗৡ྆֬ીށઞƪڕᆎ֬ن
߯ਛ֬వ৶ƪöᆊཻࡰྗࢃգൗ୍׀ށ۾ᅡ൜ሸ࠴è୍၉းࡆ࿊୴৶Ɨ҉ؕڀƗማ
౷ሣᄇè
ӵເܺलःးӵເ၉۸Ⴜቒࡋѝཊ֬ಭè୍шးႼൗଈےƗ୍߽ࠞ֬نಪ౭ދᄺರ
ےèᆰ୍֨ཟးીƗಝࣗޱ৶ເᆴڀèቚሸ࠴༦ߒ֬ൠƗཡൺሸ࠴ቚ֬ൠè҉းྖӵ
ϮƗ୍႒ۅເሸ࠴ેႼ৶ၢݤྖؾڲஊèѠಭढ़ၢܤ৪୍ƗᆭԂ୍Ɨ֓ᇁႼ୍ғ֥չ
ᇛèܺलшႼࡀߊ׀ಇ઼ཉƗર઼ཉ҉ଃᇍ֬è୍֙Ⴜࡀߊ׀ಇ઼ཉ൏Ɨ୍ः߽ᅮ
६ऌƗ୍ᄤᅮجè
ཟӵເܺलƗྺးڸԢսਏ֬࣡৶ƗቛԢӼƗႼ൏ްߕးቛԢ༔഼è୍းનቇদሸ١
١֬ྺ౷è୍ྺး࿗߽ܼয়ሸ࠴֬൏࡞Ɨಙᇞè൏࡞ܼয়৶ܼয়֬၉ҍٺè൏
࡞ܼয়֬҉్࠶ۡ۾ᇁᄤ၉ๆཱི൏ৡຢӵ܄ቛƗؾᄤ୴৶܄ቛ֬൏ГԂაঀ֬ྖ
౭èܺलᆰ֨ྯތ༖Ɨތ٩ළሸ࠴èᄤྯ༖൏҉ш֥ےሸᄺèྯ༖Ѱ҉Ԣè్ૺτ
ሸ࠴֬ྯང൏࡞ƗѰϣቛເ߲ڶ฿৶٘ྡྷ࣐ދම߽֬ࠖè༦ߒैႜè҉ܼႼئલƗ
ો۸ᄌै߽၉֥ҍႜèาѠπैᇖݚ৬ൕܥሔৼ࿊झƗ֓ેႼ൏࡞՝ै່֥Ɨ
Ɨः๎࿑ाçᇖ࡞ैࠩ࠲່֬ࢹދèݛᆊဩैຢޱߕٌয়ࢺᆣ۸ܪൠƗ
ः༼ഺèၟྯᄤࡌƗຢႼ൏࡞՝່֥ैຢעè໘ඵ؟Ḩࠤفોๆးཱིණ
ॠƗϣᆊ۸Ӳቛ֬πށèᅺ֥ਛಥሸ࠴߲ڶ฿৶ç࣡റЕન֬ށ١ٌèܺलးܛ
܄ޠቛࡌދç܄ቛთྯངè
Ⴜ൏ްƗܺलးࢫܛൺϮè՝໊ӎݝϮሰ໌֬ಭƗཻൠൠ֬ಭèເਛႼቒ
ࡋѝཊƗ୍шးᄂၰӼڋཉç৶ၢࠪϮ֬ढ़èܺलᄂၰ҉ؕ࿗༤Ɨ҉ؕຢആሸ
Ɨ༒ಃၢັࣣမࢤƗྻྖསಭ࿗༤èܺलߕ߽ࢫൺشບநƗѷলಜඇƗ๗ಃൄၴႽ
֬ࢀၷè྿ࢤئਇ߽ᄤ၉Ӎиೞा൚ఴࢹދඖޱƗಥؙ֬჻ကؚࣵ֬൴ƗৡৡບບƗ
ӥӥèݝကࣵƗढ़ၢਛࢺؚ൴ಃൂ֬ჷႀƗ֥֫చنèܺलቒആ࿗༤Ɨ҉࣎࿗༤࠶
Ɨౖؾ࿗༤݆ᄼçฆ؎ç֪֨ሠᄼދᄺರèܺलເಭయРƗᄂၰསఊܺल࿗༤ƗൺЃ
ဩދൄၴႽ֬ႜའè൞ഏᆎᆥ֬ܺल҉ࡀఊඛƗ၉ཻۺಭࠞ৪֬৯ሷႼƥδѼটݯḨਦॣç
ݡઅḨुেçଔݯչඵḨ׀یçཱིછקḨ֪ḨࣈçδفѼาḨπႀඵณçઘ۳২าḨ
فç෫ᇖçછᄐƗၢࠪቒࣔႫཊ֬বܺलਦඇݾƗߕႼఊ࿗ئಭႡႼӵܪ֬܆ൠè
ࢀ৲୍ሸ࠴֬ᆭԂ༩èᄤᇖݚƗႯõݓಭཔሀöদනଃᆊӵ܆ቒᇞး֬ႀුᆴ
၉èેႼݓಭ֬ᆭԂƗ၉ൠӵèྤޚᄕ֬ᇢຽႼئޚᆊဩ֬ݓಭèಃ֫֬ӵ
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ࠢƗ൵༼းྍےᆊཻๆൗϵ֬ݓಭèܺलആܻҺƗആ౧๗èܺलःཥ܋ය֬၉໑õ؎
١໑਼֤öƗѷҗᇠӐè൞ഏ֬ӵܪ܆ൠ҉ൂૂएƗ҉٥๎࿑࠲໑ӵ܆ಭ൝֬Եࡁ؇؇Ɨ
࿗࿗֬ӵ܆য়èܺलᄤ۹ᇜӍލቔᇞ҉֬ၰࡵƗ҉֬ഺࠊ١൛è֙ሆၰ֥
Ҽၺհᄤ൏Ɨ߽๛؟ॠƗၢ౷ఊࢺब١ϊèܺल࡛ԂჷᄼƗ֓Ⴢ҉يਹࠊєè
֬ಭഺњ႙ࢫ๎ᅥƗማ౷ሣᄇèܺलເሸ࠴നۡњሠƗᅺሸنᅡᆴè
֬ՔৡેႼõ҉ढ़öᆊ۸Քèເሸ࠴നњƗႼ၉ྖማ֬ཟè܄ቛ
൏ƗቚԢቒ֬ށबҭƗѰ৶ၢڲè࿗߽ಇંٌ६ᇌᆴൠƗ࿗߽ಇ६ᇌ६
ᇌᆴൠèᇖܥݚքᇾଇलൠࡌ෫ሷᅂࣣනݝƗõᆰ࠴ᆰлƗϫᅥ҉փèöᇁးӻև࠴Ɨന
ढ़ྡྷњƗთቒ֬ށލؙቛƗ୍ः߽ঢ়ཟ֬ཊࣔ۾၉ҋè
ેႼીൠ౭ຑ൴ढ़֫֬èঙࣩთ๎ᅥƗ୍ш࡛ԂƗႬ҉ငఠèܺलᆴःཥ
δفРඵ֯ᆴƗဈԐન௧ᅷູދཉèᇖݚႼचීߌõৢ๒öƗࢊඔਛৢ
ੇތ๒ݝቒᇛ֥չߢ֬ޑჾèᆊ۸ܪൠۨෛƗшय़ڢ၉ᅷοғ֥չ֬
׀Ɨ֥չቒۡډèܺल՝҉٩ఠè୍֙པྗሸ࠴Ɨཔྗሸ࠴֬৶൏Ɨ୍ःቚށԐٺ
ሠШƗཊሸ࠴֬ཟè
းቚ၉۸ആ֬ಭƗቚ၉۸ሀಭເৈ֬ಭè୍ࢃ߽ࣣ৬ঀ֬ധ߽є۱ƗาѠ
ߋ࣐Ӹྗދ༖࠶ඓنᅡࢯؔè୍းເ࣐ۆഌ༇çࢤჩçᆦᇔ਼პۆދആಭ֬ഺࠊᇐ
ਏ୴ؾ৶è୍ᆊીቚƗ҉࣎ເਛሸ࠴ƗౖؾເਛಭèᇖݚႼचߌܥƥõ໑ቔ҉ؾ
ϓƗࣩ҉ؾఞୃèö୍֬ୄᄤ৶ਏྰދဨൗ୍ӵເଇڟఊ֬ܺलè
༗ຳ֬ᆊِߌ୍ۺచ൜Ɨࠞ৪୍ಇय़ڢ၉ঙƗ߯نሸഭవ৶Ɨඕ৲ྔ֬ಭ
ഺܻèᄤՕƗᄣས୍ᇈ࣪Ɨႀເ୍҉࣎ࣉๆ֬ܺलƗߕࢃଃๆ֬ܺलèྍྍս
ࡌƗѰሇսࡌ၉ၰƌ
ƓՕᇖۧႵᆋࢅս࿗୨Ѷয়܄࿗ᄄບݚმ࿗뚀ুൄّၹሸႎჷۧèƔ
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